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§1. Introduction

We consider the first order partial differential equation in JJ^xQ), 3T],

r>o,

(1.1) L[»- t t_ ZAj(x9 t)--u-B(x, 0*=/(*, 0,

where Aj(x, t) and B(x, t) are matrices of order m, infinitely differentiable

with respect to t and x = (xl9...9 xp), and u and / are vector-valued

functions with m components. We consider the Cauchy problem for this

equation with intial values given at t = tQ>0. We say that the Cauchy

problem for (1.1) is uniformly well posed, if for any /(#, t) infinitely

differentiable and for any intial value u(x, t0) infinitely differentiable,

there exists uniquely the infinitely differentiable solution u(x9 t} of (1.1)

in @(XQ, t0, e) = {(#, 0; \ X - X Q \ gU0(*o + e-0» *o^*^*o + e} for anY £»
0<e^e0 , where (x0, tQ) is an arbitrary point in ^x[0, T] and ^0 and

e0 are positive constants. We denote by LQ the principal part of L,

that is, LQ = -Q- — ̂ Aj(x, t)-~ — . We say that LQ is strongly hyperbolic,

if the Cauchy problem for (1.1) is uniformly well posed for any lower

order B(x9 t) infinitely differentiable.

We suppose that the multiplicity of the characteristic roots is independ-

ent of x, t and ?. More precisely
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where j^(/ = l, 2,..., /) are positive integers independent of (x, £, ?) and

(1.3) MX, t: £)**/*, t: £) (i*f).

Then we have

Theorem 1.1. Suppose that (1.2) and (1.3) are valid. Then LQ is

strongly hyperbolic, if and only if ZMy(#, £)£/ is diagonalizable.1^

Remark 1. When the coefficients of L are constant matrices, K.

Kasahara and M. Yamaguti proved in [7] that LQ is strongly hyperbolic

if and only if ^A^j is uniformly diagonalizable.

Remark 2. In the case of variable coefficients, it is known that

x, t)$j is necessarily diagonalizable for L2-well posedness of (1.1)

(cf. M, [6], [14]).

We note that the statements in Remark 1 and Remark 2 hold without

the hypothesis that the multiplicity of characteristic roots is constant. But

our Theorem 1.1 is not valid, if we do not assume that the multiplicity of

characteristic roots is constant. For example,

is strongly hyperbolic, that is

(1-4)

is well posed for any lower order 2x2 matrix B(x9 t), inifinitely differen-

tiate. We can see from Remark 2 that (1.4) is not £2-well posed. But

we have a positive integer SQ such that there holds for any non-negative

integer k,

2)

1) We say that J^Aj(xf t) £y is diagonalizable, if for any fixed point (x, t, £) there
exists a non-singular matrix N so that NC£Aj(x, t^^N'1 is a diagonal matrix.

2) This estimate is obtained by use of the result which O.A. Oleinik derived in [1].
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where

2
(x, t) dx.

In this example LQ is not diagonalizable at £ = 0.
We say that the Cauchy problem for (1.1) with intial plane tQ = Q is

L2-well posed, if for any UQ(X) in L2(RP) given at £ = 0 and for any
f(x, t} in ^(L2(J?*)), there exists the solution u(x, t) in

satisfying

f ft ^
for £>0

where || • )| is the norm of L2(RP).

Now we assume instead of (1.3),

Then it follows from Theorem 1.1 that,

Corollary. We suppose that (1.2) and (1.3)' are valid. Then the

following statements are equivalent:

( i ) LQ is strongly hyperbolic.

(ii) Z»^y(^? Of/ *5 diagonalizable.
(iii) The Cauchy problem (1.1) *'s L2-well posed.

Theorem 1.1 implies (i)=>(ii). (iii)=4(i) is trivial. We note that
T. Kano proved directly (iii)=^(ii) in pT|.

Though S. Mizohata has proved already in Q(T) and Qll] the suffi-
ciency of Theorem 1.1 and (ii)=^(iii) in Corollary, we shall explain these

facts. Namely, under the assumptions (1.2), (1.3) and the diagonalizability

of ^Aj(x, £)fy, we can construct locally the symmetrizer of 2 ^/(#9 Of/
and can derive the finite propagation speed of the solution of (1.1) and

the existence of the solution of (1.1) for any UQ and f(x, £)» m L2(RP}

and in ^?(i2(U^)), with compact supports, respectively. We put as the

symmetrizer of A(x, t: f) =

(1.5) S(x, t: 0 = -o (l-A(x9 t:
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where A(x9 t: £)* is the adjoint matrix of A(x, t: f), P(x9 t: 19 f) is the

determinant of (Ji — A(x9 t: £)), Px(x, t: ^ ?) = Jw>(#, t: A, ?), and F is

a Jordan's curve which contains the characteristic roots of A(x, t: f) and

does not contain the poles of P P^l(x, t: A, £). Then S(x, t: f) has the

following properties: if ^4(#, £ : f) is diagonalizable and (1.2), (1.3) are valid,

(1.6) <S(x, t: ?)h, h> ^ 8(x, t:

where, for any compact set K in Rp,

(1.7) inf d(x, t: g) =

and

(1.8) (5(*, t: &A(x9 t: $))*=S(x, t: ?)A(x9 t:?).

Moreover under the assumption (1.3)', we have

(1.7)' inf S(x9t:$)=dQ>0.
(x,f)GRPxLQ,Tl

111 = 1

The proof of these properties is due to K. O. Friedrichs QT]. The suffi-

ciency of Theorem 1.1 can be proved by use of the properties (1.6), (1.7)

and (1.8) and (ii)=^(iii) in Corollary by use of (1.7)' (See S. Mizohata

[10], [11]).

In the next section we shall prove the necessity of Theorem 1.1 by

use of the modified method which P.D. Lax introduced in

Remark 3. For the single higher order equation P(x9 t: ~~— , ^ — )

of homogeneous order m9 it is known that the characteristic roots of

P(x9t; A, £) are real distinct, if and only if P(x9 t; -^— , ^ — J is strongly

hyperbolic. This fact follows from the results which S. Mizohata and

Y. Ohya in [12] and [13], and H. Flaschka and G. Strang in [2] proved.

§2. Proof of Necessity of Theorem 1.1

Here we shall prove that ^Aj(x, t)$i is diagonalizable if LQ is

strongly hyperbolic. We need an inequality derived by the closed graph

theorem. If the Cauchy problem (1.1) is uniformly well posed, it follows
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from the closed graph theorem that there exists a positive constant C($)

and a positive integer s0 such that

(2.1) \"\o.tt£CW{\Lu\.t.a+\u\tliD},

where |- |S}1s is a supremum norm of CS(J2), and @ = {(x, t)\ \x — #0| =

&Q(tf — t),t0<Lt^t'} and D = fir\{t = tQ}. We note that a constant

may be generally dependent on @. We put @p=<(x, £); \x — XQ\ ^A

— — 1\ t0£t£t0 + fi-l\Bnd Dfl=ti/Jin{t = tQ}. Then we have

Lemma 2.1. Suppose that the Cauchy problem of (1.1) is uniformly

well posed. Then there exist positive integers s0, sl and a constant C0 such

that it holds for any y^l and for any u(x, t) in

(2.2) | B | o .

where s0, s1 and C0 are independent of /JL.

Proof. Suppose that there exist functions u^x, t) for any ju such that

(2.3) l«Jo,

where s(ju)— >oo for /JL— >oo. Without loss of generality we may assume

I H/Jo.fl^1- We Put Luv=f^ and M/.(^> *o)= ̂ - We can extend /^(A;, 0
and g^x} to the domain ^i = {| x — x0\ ^A0(^0 + l — ̂ ), f 0 ^ t ^ t 0 + l} such

that

&(*)=&,(*) in

and

I f I „ < M2log2^| f I
I // i lso,^^^1 l l

where M is independent of A.3) Let u^x, t) be the solution of (1.1) for

/^(x, t) and gp(x). Then the uniqueness of the solution implies

3) These inequalities will be proved in appendix.
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uli(x,t}=ufl(x,t) in

Hence we have

(2.5) iSjo.a^l.

On the other hand, by virtue of (2.1), we have

from which we get, combining with (2.3) and (2.4), the following

inequality

This and (2.5) cannot be compatible if /JL is sufficiently large.
Now, we shall prove our theorem by contradiction. Assume that

^Aj(x, t)gj is not diagonalizable. Then for some B(x, t), the Cauchy
problem for differential operator L0-\-B(x, t) can not be uniformly well

posed.

Lemma 2.2. Assume that (1.2) and (1.3) are valid. Then there

exist an open set UQ in R p x { j d , T^]x(Rp — {0}) and a non-singular

matrix N(x, t; f), of which elements are as smooth as those of A(x, t; f)

in U0, such that,

(Dl D °

VO ' Dh

where Dt are mt x m,,- Jordan's forms, that is,

(2.7)

1 0

, (i = l, 2,..., A),
\ 0 '

We shall prove this lemma in the appendix.

Remark. It is known that characteristic roots h^x, t: $) of A(x, t:
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are real, if the Cauchy problem of (1.1) is uniformly well posed (cf. S.

Mizohata [9]).
Now we assume that A(x, t: £) is not diagonalizable, that is, for some

i0 we have mio'^2. We may assume iQ = l without loss of generality.
Moreover we may assume that an open set UQ in Lemma 2.2 is a neighbour-

hood of (0, 0, f0). We note that characteristic roots A/(#, t: £) are analytic

with respect to £. We write &i(x, t: g)=a(x9 t: ?). Then we can find
an analytic function A°(#, t) (real valued) satisfying

Then we have

I
^=asx t.

We put N0(x, t)=N(x9 t: A°x(x9 *))• Then we note that

ID, 0\
(2.9) N0(x9 t)A(x9 t: Px)N^l(x9 0 =

\ 0 5

where

1 |, m1Xm1 matrix.

We transform L by N0(x, t}. We put v = NQu. Then we have

where
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Now we choose B (x, t) such that

where (ml9 1) element of BQ is —1 and the other elements are zero.

We consider the Cauchy problem for L, that is,

*, *)=/(*, 0

v(x, 0) = »„(*)

Then the Cauchy problem for (2.10) is uniformly well posed, if the Cauchy

problem for L is uniformly well [posed. Hence the inequality (2.2) with

(x0, to) = (Q, 0) holds for L, that is, for any ,«S1,

(2.H) Ho,^CoAs'{|£Hso,^+Mso,z>,,}-

Our purpose is to construct the asymptotic solution {v(x, £)} of (2.10)

with /=0 and vQ = Q9 which violates the inequality (2.11).

We construct the asymptotic solution of the following form,

(2.12) v(x9 t: n} = % e
i*^*>t:*>hjn->'lmi,

J*o

where hj are constant vectors of forms '(Aj15,..., h*-mi\ 0,..., 0), h^(i = l...

m^ being constant numbers and A(x, t: n) is of form as

(2.13) )i(x, t: n)= 2 (l°(x, i) + Gji)n->lmi, (ffj constant.)
y^o

We write, h(n)=
ysso

e(n)= Zn~jlmi
9

j^O

and A°(»)= L'W",.-.. Aj*
yso

Applying L to t; defined in (2.12) we have
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jT] = init(x9 t: n)- E AklXk(x9 t: n) - -±-B h(n)

(2.14)

-in [ ] + 0(nxvltJ'^9 | j > i l + A = r o
\ 0 /

where i = >/ — !, and

' a(n) -e(n) 0 \

0 *-. —e(n) I, (mlxml matrix) .

0 " <J(n)
\ n

We determine ff(n) such that det A(n) = Q, that is,

(2.15)

where

(2.16) "1+2"2+ ^''3

From this formula, we have FQ = 6 f l . Hence we have

which implies Fj = 0 (j<m1). Next, we obtain

Hence we can choose ff1 such that

(2.17) Im <?!<().
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As tT0 is zero, we have generally from (2.16)

(2.18) Fj = TTlifff 1~1(Ty_mi + 1 + Py((T1,.. ., (7y_OTl) = 0, j > 7711?

where Pj is polynomials of (<7 l 5 . . . , <7y_Wl). Hence we can determine <7y so

that (2.18) holds.

Next we determine h°(n) such that A(n)hQ(n) = Q. As we can write

'(n) -e(n) \
••. o

we obtain the relations,

We choose hmi(n} = a(n}m^l
a Then we have

Hence we can expand hQ(n) as

(2.19) h0(n)=Z^jn-Jlmi
9

j^Q

where hj are constant vectors. Here we note

(2.20) &g = ' ( l , O f . . . f O ) = i f c O .

Now, we define VN(X, t: n) as

j=Q

where

iN(x9 t: n)=
j=o

and hj =
 t(h^ 0,..., 0). Then we have

(2.21) LEvNl = e

where N1 becomes larger and larger if we choose N larger and larger.

We put
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p(n9 /JL) = max { — Im 7iAN(x, t: /&)}.
(x.^GGp

Then by virtue of (2.17), we obtain

where c is independent of n and #. Here we choose # = 7&C

Then we have

(2.22)

From (2.21), we obtain

(2.23)

where const, is independent of TZ. and jtt and r0 = v1 + y"1. Noting that
^(A;, 0; ;ra) = 05 we have

(2.24)

On the other hand we obtain by virtue of (2.20),

(2.25) Klo^ci^''0.

Hence it follows from (2.11), (2.23), (2.24) and (2.25) that

(2.26) CI€P(H,^ <;COnst. {eP
(n>^(ns°~Ni + j&«of l - ( ro -«o )<mi - l )

Here we choose N1 and r0 such that Nl = sQ-{-I + s1(m1 — l)/2ml and
s0 + l-(rQ-sQ)(ml-l)/2ml = -l-sl(ml-l)/2ni1. Then (2.26) and (2.22)

can not be compatible, if n is sufficiently large. This proves the necessity
of our Theorem 1.1.

Appendix

Lemma A.I. Let g(x} be in CS*(D^, where DfL = {x^Rp, \x\ ^/r1},

jU^l. Then there exists g(x) in CS*(J)^ such that

(A.I) #*)=«{*) in D,,

and
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(A.2) I ̂ l,,./,,^108* 1*1 ...iv

where M is independent of ft.

Proof. Under the change of variables, |# |=r , the domain D^ is

transformed into the domain S^ = {(r, G)), O^r^/*"1, o)^Sp~l}9 where

S^"1 is the unit sphere. And g(x) is transformed into g(r, a)) in CS°(D^.

We extend g(r, a)) to the domain D™={(r, co),

where "if 0/— ^j-Y = 1, ; = 0, 1,. ..,*„• Then gM(r, a)) belongs to
* = 1 \5g r 1 /

and satisfies

Next, we extend ^(1)(r, w) to a domain D™ = {(r, to), 0^r^4^-1, we

Generally, for any positive integer m we define g^+1>(r, o>) as

Then ^(m+1)(r, o>) belongs to C'°(D(fl}), where D(w+1) = {(r, o>),
^-i}j and satisfies
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Hence, if we put 77i + l=log2#, we have D(m^ = Dl and j(x) = g(m+l\r, a))

satifying (A.I) and (A.2).
Q.E.D.

Corollary* Let f(x,t) be in CS(Q^), where J2^ = {(#, t\ |# |</10

(jj.~l-t), O^z^/r1}, ju^l. Then there exists f(x,t) in O^) such

that

/(*,*)=/(*, 0 in 0,,
and

1/1 .,.«i
We can prove this corollary by the same method as in Lemma A.I, if

we change variables (x, t) into (r, a), r) as r = | # | , T = jU~1 — t — r.

Lemma A.2. Let A(z) be a mxm matrix of which elements are

infinitely differentiate functions of z in an open set Bl in Rn and of

which eigenvalues are all zero. Then there exists a non-singular matrix

N(z) of which elements are infinitely differentiate in an open set

such that

('', °!(A.3) N(z)-1 A(z)N(z) = Jz \, for z in B

\0

ivhere

0 1 0 \

7|1lo o /

Proof. Since the eigenvalues of A(z} are all zero, there exists an

integer v(z) for any z such that A(z}" =0 and A(z)"~l^Q. We put

Then we have a neighbourhood B2 of ZQ in Bl such that A(z)v° = 0 and

^f(z)y°"1^0 for any z in B2. Moreover we have an open set B3 in B2

such that the rank of A(zY is constant for any i = l, 2,..., V0 —1 and for
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any z in B3. We define W^z) as

Then we note that dim Wr
i(z) = mi is constant for z in J?3 and

We put ri = mi — mi-l (z=2,..., v0) and r1 = ml. Then there exist constant

vectors {/h,...9 A fvo} such that

^.00 = {*i,..., &r,,} + PViC*) (d^ect sum)

for any £ in jB4cJ53, where 54 is some open set in J93. Then we have

A(z}hj in r,,.^*) and {^)Al9...s ^)ArJn r,0_2(z) = {0} for any

^£.54. Hence we have rVQ^rv^l. Hence there exsit constant vectors

{Af|po+1,..., A r v o_J such that

+ IFyo_2(z) (direct sum)

for any z in 55cZ?4, where 55 is some open set in 54. Then we have

^)2AX; = l,. . . ,ryo) and ^(z)/i//=rvo + l,...9 r^.^ in r,0_2(z) and

{A(zyhl9...9 A(z?hr,n9 A(z)h,,t+l9...9 A(z}hrv^}HWv^ (^) = {0> for z

in .85. Hence we have rvo_1^r,,0_2. Similarly, we have r^^r^-^---

rx. Therefore we can choose constant vectors hl9...9hri such that,

+ ^•_1(z) (direct sum)

for 2 in 54+2-c54+z-_l9 where 54+2- is some open set in ^4+f-_ le Then

^(*)*Arm+1,..., A(z)khr., (i = l, 2,..., ^0; A = 0 , 1,..., j-1) become the

basis of Wv^z)-Cm for ^ in -B3+V(j

Then we obtain
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/O 1

o/

We put

Then N(z") satisfies (A.3) for z in B = BVQ+^.

Proof of Lemma 2.2. For the fixed point ZQ = (XQ, tQ, ?0) we denote

by {h[i},...9 hn\} the basis of the generalized eigenspace of A(ZQ) corre-
sponding to the eigen value ^{(ZQ) of A(z0). We put

Then {A[/} (z),..., AiJK^)} constructs the basis of the generalized root space
of A(z} corresponding to ^(z) the eigenvalue of A(z), for z in a neigh-

bourhood of *0. We put JV1(2r) = (&i»(z),..., *£(*)..
Then we have

where A^z) has only the eigenvalue A;(^). Hence we can apply Lemma
A.2 to (^O)-^-O)) for z in B0.
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